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Abstract: In principle, the rules of links formation of a network model can be considered as a 
kind of link prediction algorithm. By revisiting the preferential attachment mechanism for 
generating a scale-free network, here we propose a class of preferential attachment indices 
which are different from the previous one. Traditionally, the preferential attachment index is 
defined by the product of the related nodes’ degrees, while the new indices will define the 
similarity score of a pair of nodes by either the maximum in the two nodes’ degrees or the 
summarization of their degrees. Extensive experiments are carried out on fourteen real-world 
networks. Compared with the traditional preferential attachment index, the new ones, 
especially the degree-summarization similarity index, can provide more accurate prediction on 
most of the networks. Due to the improved prediction accuracy and low computational 
complexity, these proposed preferential attachment indices may be of help to provide an 
instruction for mining unknown links in incomplete networks. 
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1. Introduction 
Link prediction, aiming at estimating the likelihood of the existence of a link between two 
agents based on observed links and the attributes of agents [1,2], is revealing a rich subject 
with a wide scope of applications [3-7]. In the practical aspect, link prediction can provide 
significant instruction for mining missing interactions in incomplete networks [8-10]. Usually, 
the identification of missing links in experiment requires the time-consuming and expensive 
examination of a great number of possible connections. This sometimes is unacceptable in 
practice. In this case, the prioritization of missing links may be of help to the identification of 
missing links, since it can largely reduce both the time consume and experimental cost [3]. In 
the aspect of theory, the link prediction algorithms are beneficial for the understanding of the 
evolution of real networks. Accurate prediction of links in a network may provide some 
important clues or evidences about the underlying mechanism that drives its evolution [7]. 
With the help of link prediction algorithms, one may construct a proper evaluation system to 
evaluate the evolving mechanism for given networks [6]. Starting from these facts, the link 
prediction algorithms can be extended to broader applications. Recently, some prediction 
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 algorithms have been successfully applied to the classification problem in partially labeled 
networks [11,12] as well as the identification of the spurious links resulting from inaccurate 
information in the data [5]. 
In the past few years, a large number of methods have been developed for predicting 
unknown links in complex networks [2-4, 13-21]. Generally, these methods are designed 
respectively based on two types of different information: the external information besides the 
network topology such as the unit attributes [13-16] and the information from the network 
structure [17-21]. In view of the difficulty of the external information acquirement, the 
information of network topology is usually preferable to the link prediction problem. Among 
these network-based methods, one of the simplest and effective algorithms is that based on the 
preferential attachment (PA) index [17]. It is motivated by the popular preferential attachment 
(PA) mechanism in evolving scale-free network models [22]. Originally, this mechanism just 
describes interactions between the newly added node and the old ones [22]. Actually, it can 
also describe the interaction between two old nodes [23-25]. Now, the traditional way to 
express this interaction is by the product form of related nodes’ degrees, i.e., the pairwise 
interaction between nodes i and j is proportional to kikj (degree-product form). In some real 
networks, the formation of new links between two old nodes indeed follows the degree product 
form [26-29]. Benefited from the long-held and partially proved assumption of degree product 
form, Zhou et al [17] proposed the Degree-Product Preferential Attachment (DPPA) index to 
perform the link prediction in networks. Although the DPPA index is rooted in the popular PA 
mechanism of network evolution and have a good physical basic, it cann’t give good prediction 
for most sample networks [17]. In this paper, by analyzing the PA mechanism in detail, we find 
that the degree product form is not the most suitable one for the link prediction problem, and 
therefore we develop a class of new PA indices. Extensive experiments on fourteen real 
networks demonstrate that the new PA indices can give more accurate prediction than the 
traditional DPPA index in most sample networks.  
 
2. Datasets and Method 
2.1 Datasets  
In this paper, fourteen networks that are draw from different fields are considered in our 
experiment. These networks are simply described as follows:  
  1) Collaboration network in Computational Geometry (CCG) [30]: It is an 
author-collaboration network in which nodes represent authors, and two authors are linked with 
a link if they wrote a common work (paper, book, etc.). Multiple links between two nodes 
represent multiple joint works they wrote. In this paper, we consider only unweighted network, 
and thus the multiple links between a pair of authors are replaced with a single link.  
  2) Internet (INT) [31]: The Internet can be decomposed into subnetworks that are under 
separate administrative authorities. Here, we consider the Internet at the level of autonomous 
systems (the inter-domain level) where each domain is represented by a single node and each 
link is an inter-domain interconnection.  
  3) USAir [32]: The network of the US air transportation system in which nodes and links 
represent airports and airlines respectively. 
4) Protein-Protein Interaction network (PPI) [33]: A protein-protein interaction network in 
budding yeast with nodes representing proteins and links corresponding to the interactions 
among proteins. 
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 5) FoodWeb (FW) [34]: A network of foodweb in Florida Bay during wet season. Each 
species is represented as a node of the network, and a link is placed between two species 
whenever one of them feeds on the other. 
6) NetScience (NS) [35]: A network of coauthorships between scientists who are themselves 
publishing on the topic of networks. 
7) The network of Common Adjective and Noun adjacencies (CAN) [35]: It is the network 
of common adjective and noun adjacencies for the novel "David Copperfield" by Charles 
Dickens. Nodes represent the most commonly occurring adjectives and nouns in the book. 
Links connect any pair of words that occur in adjacent position in the text of the book.  
  8) World Wide Web (WWW) [36]: A large directed graph whose nodes are documents from 
University of Notre Dame (domain nd.edu) and whose edges are links (URLs) that point from 
one document to another.  
  9) Gnutella Peer-to-peer network (GP) [37]: A sequence of snapshots of the Gnutella 
peer-to-peer file sharing network from August 2002. It is pure directed network and nodes 
represent hosts in the Gnutella network topology and links represent connections between the 
Gnutella hosts. 
  10) Enron Email network (EE) [38]: Enron email communication network covers all the 
email communication within a dataset of around half million emails. Nodes of the network are 
email addresses and if an address x sent at least one email to address y, the graph generates a 
directed link from x to y. Note that non-Enron email addresses act as sinks and sources in the 
network as we only observe their communication with the Enron email addresses. 
  11) Epinions Social network (ES) [39]: This is a who-trust-whom online social network of 
the general consumer review site—Epinions.com. Members of the site can decide whether to 
''trust'' each other. All the trust relationships interact and form the Web of Trust which is then 
combined with review ratings to determine which reviews are shown to the user. 
12) Slashdot Social network(SS) [40]: Slashdot is a technology-related news website known 
for its specific user community. The website features user-submitted and editor-evaluated 
current primarily technology oriented news. In 2002 Slashdot introduced the Slashdot Zoo 
feature which allows users to tag each other as friends or foes. The network contains friend/foe 
links between the users of Slashdot. 
13) E-mail (EM) [41]: The e-mail network studied here is the email network of University at 
Rovirai Virgili (URV) in Tarragona, Spain, and is built regarding each email address as a node 
and linking two nodes if there is an email communication between them. 
  14) Power Grid (PG) [42]: An electrical power grid of the western US, with nodes 
representing generators, transformers and substations, and links corresponding to the high 
voltage transmission lines between them.  
    It should be mentioned that some of the above networks consist of many separated 
components but the sizes of the largest connected components relative to the whole networks 
are still very large, most of the nodes in a network belong to the same large connected 
component, so we will only consider the giant connected component in the networks. In 
addition, some networks mentioned above are directed and/or weighted. In this paper, we focus 
on the prediction for undirected and unweighted links, i.e., we don't consider the effects of 
direction and weights on link prediction. Thus the networks will be treated as undirected and 
unweighted networks. The basic topological features of the fourteen real-world networks are 
summarized in table 1. 
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Table 1. The basic topological features of fourteen example networks. N and M are the total 
numbers of nodes and links, respectively. NC denotes the size of the giant component. For 
example, the entry 3621/2091 in the first line means that the network has 2091 components and 
the giant component consists of 3621 nodes. MC is the number of links belonging to the giant 
component. e is the network efficiency [43], defined by 1 1( 1) xyN N dx y Ee     , where xyd  is 
the shortest path length between x and y, and xyd    if x and y are in two different 
components. C and r are the clustering coefficient [42] and assortative coefficient [44], 
respectively. H is the degree heterogeneity, defined as 22H k k , where k  denotes the 
average degree [17]. 
Networks N M NC MC e C r H 
CCG 7343 11898 3621/2091 9461 0.0506 0.4075 0.2426 4.7062 
INT 22963 48436 22963/1 48436 0.2757 0.2304 -0.1984 61.9778
USAir 332 2126 332/1 2126 0.4059 0.6252 -0.2079 3.4639 
PPI 2361 7182 2224/161 6609 0.2183 0.2910 0.0587 2.7632 
FW 128 2137 128/1 2106 0.6243 0.3346 -0.1044 1.2307 
NS 1461 2742 379/268 914 0.0163 0.6937 0.4616 1.8486 
CAN 112 425 112/1 425 0.4420 0.1728 -0.1293 1.8149 
WWW 325729 1090108 325729/1 1090108 0.1535 0.2346 -0.0534 41.9342
GP 62586 147892 62561/12 147878 0.1735 0.0055 -0.0926 2.4552 
EE 36692 183831 33696/1065 180811 0.2214 0.4970 -0.1108 13.9796
ES 75879 405740 75877/2 405739 0.2445 0.1378 -0.0406 17.1939
SS 82140 500481 82140/1 500481 0.2568 0.0588 -0.0730 12.1529
EM 1133 5451 1133/1 5451 0.2999 0.2202 0.0782 1.9421 
PG 4941 6594 4941/1 6594 0.0629 0.1071 0.0035 1.4503 
 
2.2 Preferential Attachment similarity indices 
Here we are still interesting in the preferential attachment similarity due to two significant 
reasons: one is that it requires the least information since it only depends on the degrees of 
related nodes and the another is that it has a good physics basic since it is originated from the 
popular PA evolving mechanism of generating the scale-free network [22]. Motivated by this 
PA mechanism, the traditional similarity index, i.e., the DPPA index, has been defined by the 
degree-product form, 
xy xs k ky  ,                                 (1)  
where xk  and are the degrees of nodes x and y respectively. This index has been used to 
quantify the functional significance of links subject to various network-based dynamics, such 
as percolation [45], synchronization [46] and transportation [47]. For the application of the PA 
mechanism to the link prediction, one may naturally think of the above degree-product form, 
but compared with almost all other node-similarity indices, the degree-product DPPA index is 
poor in the link prediction. So we argue that the degree-product form is not most reasonable for 
the link prediction in real networks, although it perhaps can represent the interaction between 
yk
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 two nodes in some cases.  
In principle the rules of the additions of links can be considered as a kind of link prediction 
algorithm, which thus builds a bridge between the link prediction and the mechanism of 
evolving models [6]. Because a proper link prediction can give evidence to some underlying 
mechanisms that drive the network evolution; inversely, the legitimate mechanism of network 
evolution can also provide significant clues to design a proper predictive algorithm. Now, let's 
revisit the preferential attachment mechanism. It is well known that the preferential attachment 
generally appears at two levels [29]. We will give two new preferential attachment indices 
corresponding to the two levels. 
i) Links appear between the newly added node and the old ones: a new node x is added 
along with several new links each of which is randomly attached to an existing node y by the 
degree preferential attachment probability,  
ynew old
x y
jj
k
k

   .                               (2) 
Clearly, this probability is proportional to the degree of the existing node y, independent of the 
degree of the newly added node. Note that the degree preferential attachment probability is a 
conditional probability that states the link formation from certain nodes (the newly added 
nodes) to old nodes in evolving network model, while not the preferential attachment 
probability of link formation between any pair of nodes. However, the DPPA index is designed 
to describe the similarity between any pair of nodes, and thus do not correspond to the 
preferential mechanism completely. In addition, because the degrees of the newly added nodes 
(young nodes) are generally smaller than the old nodes, we may distinguish between the new 
nodes and the old nodes by their degrees at the moment of the link formation. Based on the 
above analysis, a complete counterpart to this PA mechanism and a more reasonable form of 
the PA index in this case can be designed as, 
,xy xs Max k ky    .                             (3) 
For convenience, we name this index as the High-degree node Determine Preferential 
Attachment (HDPA) index. 
   ii) Internal links appear between two old nodes: Except for the above new link addition 
from the new nodes, another way can not be neglected: a large number of new links may 
appear between old nodes as the network evolving. Such internal links are often also subject to 
preferential attachment. Following the above link formation from new nodes to old nodes, a 
link between two old nodes x and y may be constructed by three ways: (a) link formation from 
node x to node y, (b) link formation from node x to node y or (c) both. So the probabilities of 
link formation corresponding to the three cases are yx y
jj
k
k
   , xy x jj
k
k
    and 
x y
x y
j jj j
k k
k k
    , respectively. And then the corresponding similarity scores for link 
prediction can be wrote as: x yxy ys k
  , y xxys  xk , and x yxy xs k  yk . In order to integrate the 
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 three indices, we can rescale the first two indices as 2x yxys

yk  and 2y xxys   xk , since the 
rescaling doesn’t change the order of the similarity scores of links and make their scores 
comparable. Then we integrate them into one by simple weighted summarization:  
2 2
xy x y xs ak bk ck k   y ,                             (4) 
where a, b and c is three adjustable parameter to control the relative contributions of the three 
measures to the integrated one. Consider the symmetry of link formation from node x to y and 
from y to x and without lack of generality, we can set  ba  and , and obtain a 
General Internal-Links Preferential Attachment (GILPA) index: 
1c
2 2
xy x y xs k k k    yk .                             (5) 
Clearly, the index reduces to the traditional DPPA index when 0 . Particularly, when 
5.0 , we can obtain a very simple similarity measure: 
xy xs k ky  .                                 (6) 
We name it as the Degree-Summation Preferential Attachment (DSPA) index. Another limiting 
case is  , which corresponds to a Degree-Squared-Summation Preferential Attachment 
(DSSPA) index: 
2 2
xy xs k ky  .                                 (7) 
Of course, given a network, one can tune   to find its optimal value corresponding to the 
highest accuracy, however this optimal value is different for different networks, and a 
parameter-dependent measure is less practical in dealing with huge-size networks since the 
tuning process may take much time. 
In the above discussion, we have divided the link formations into two types according to 
the rules of their addition and present two new similarity indices to predict these links. The two 
indices are clearly different from the DPPA index. This is because the PA probabilities that they 
depends on (which is not the degree-product from) are different from that between two old 
nodes in random networks with given degree distribution. However, which index is best? We 
need the experimental confirmation.  
 
2.3 Evaluation metrics 
Let G(V, E) be a simple undirected and unweight network, which is described by the sets of 
nodes V and links E. Multiple links and self-connections are excluded from E. Every algorithm 
referred in this paper will assign a similarity matrix S whose real entry sxy expresses how 
similar node x is to node y: we say that sxy is their similarity score. For each pair of nodes x and 
y (x, y∈V), sxy=syx since the networks are undirected. All the nonexistent links are sorted in 
decreasing order according to their similarity scores, and the links at the top are most likely to 
exist. To quantify the prediction accuracy, the set of the observed links E is randomly divided 
into two parts: the training set ET and the probe set EP. The training set is treated as known 
information, while the probe set will be predicted and no information in this set is allowed to 
be used for prediction. Clearly,  and TE E E  P T PE E   . In this paper, the training set 
always contains 90% of links and naturally the remaining 10% of links constitute the probe set. 
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 The prediction quality is then evaluated by the standard metric, the Area Under the receiver 
operating characteristic Curve (AUC) [48]. In the present case, this metric can be interpreted as 
the probability that a randomly chosen missing link (a link in EP) is given a higher similarity 
score than a randomly chosen nonexistent link (a link in U-ET, where U denotes the universal 
set). In the implementation, among n independent comparisons, if there are n' occurrences of 
the missing link having a higher score and n'' occurrences of the missing link and nonexistent 
link having the same score, we define the accuracy as 
' 0.5 ''n nAUC
n
 .                              (8) 
If all the scores are generated from an independent and identical distribution, AUC should be 
about 0.5. Therefore, the degree to which the value exceeds 0.5 indicates how much better the 
algorithm performs than pure chance. 
 
3 Results 
 
Table 2. Accuracies of algorithms, measured by the area under the ROC curve. Each number is 
obtained by averaging over 10 implementations with independently random partitions of 
testing set and probe set. 
Networks DPPA HDPA DSSPA DSPA GILPA (εoptimal) 
CCG 0.7222 0.7681 0.7684 0.7707 0.7720(ε=0.67) 
INT 0.7722 0.9560 0.9531 0.9481 0.9531(ε>10.0) 
USAir 0.8789 0.8537 0.8670 0.8800 0.8861(ε=0.28) 
PPI 0.7808 0.8130 0.8202 0.8285 0.8302(ε=0.23) 
FW 0.6912 0.6572 0.6733 0.6913 0.6913(ε=0.50) 
NS 0.6368 0.6458 0.6499 0.6556 0.6574(ε=0.42) 
CAN 0.7392 0.7113 0.7120 0.7548 0.7548(ε=0.50) 
WWW 0.8167 0.9157 0.9218 0.9252 0.9262(ε=0.24) 
GP 0.7171 0.7903 0.8116 0.8244 0.8269(ε=0.25) 
EE 0.8792 0.9033 0.9089 0.9142 0.9246(ε=0.02) 
ES 0.8849 0.9333 0.9344 0.9368 0.9374(ε=0.21) 
SS 0.9007 0.9234 0.9283 0.9305 0.9360(ε=0.07) 
EM 0.7820 0.7447 0.7601 0.7775 0.7872(ε=0.04) 
PG 0.4421 0.5428 0.5242 0.5028 0.5242(ε>10.0) 
 
In table 2, we give the numerical results of these similarity indices in the fourteen sample 
networks. As is not unexpected, for different networks, these PA indices give distinct 
link-prediction accuracies. Moreover, the performances of these indices strongly depend on the 
degree heterogeneity. If all the nodes in a given network have pretty much the same degree, 
corresponding to a very small H, then they will give relatively bad predictions. On the contrary, 
larger is the degree heterogeneity, higher are their accuracies, which can be seen in Fig. 1(a). 
This indicates that the degree heterogeneity has an important implication to the PA mechanism. 
Perhaps the degree heterogeneity is indeed originated from the PA mechanism, or more 
specifically, the scale-free property implies preferential attachment [22, 49]. In addition, from 
Fig. 1(b), one can find that the predictive accuracies of these PA indices are generally higher in 
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 the disassortative networks than those in the assortative ones, although there is not an obvious 
and direct correlation between assortative coefficient and algorithmic accuracies based on these 
PA indices. 
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Fig. 1: (Color online) AUC accuracies of these PA indices versus (a) the degree heterogeneity 
H, (b) the degree-degree correlation coefficient. 
On the other hand, in the same network, their accuracies are very different as well. 
Intuitively, the DPPA index may be most reasonable for link prediction among the above three 
indices. However, the results in table 2 show that the DSPA and DSSPA indices clearly 
outperform the DPPA index. For example, in the INT, WWW and GP, the accuracies of DSPA 
are much higher than DPPA about 22 percent. In addition, the HDPA index is very simple and 
depends on the degree of single node, but it is still effective and even better than the DPPA 
index sometimes. According to the definitions of the these PA indices, significant difference 
about similarity scores does not lies in the links between pairs of high-degree nodes since these 
links are assigned high scores by all these indices. However, for all other links, the DPPA index 
usually endows the assortative links (i.e., the links between pairs of the same degree level) with 
relatively high scores, while the HDPA, DSPA and DSSPA indices can give competitive scores 
for both the disassortive links (i.e., links between high-degree nodes and low-degree nodes) 
and the assortative links between high-degree nodes. For example, we assume that the two 
nodes connected by an assortative link Lij have the same degrees of ki=kj=20; and the two 
nodes connected by a disassortative link Li’j’ have very different degrees, ki’=2 and kj’=100. 
Obviously, the score of Lij is higher than that of Li’j’ in the DPPA index, while in the HDPA, 
DSPA and DSSPA indices, it is lower than that of Li’j’. Since many real networks possess 
scale-free property, there are a large number of links between high-degree nodes and other 
nodes. Especially in some networks with the strong heterogeneity and disassortative 
correlations, the probability that a link exists between high-degree nodes and other nodes may 
be larger than the probability between pairs of medium-degree nodes. Thus, if the investigated 
network simultaneously has large degree heterogeneity and disassortative correlation, such as 
the INT, WWW, GP, EE and ES, both the HDPA, DSPA and DSSPA indices perform better 
than the DPPA index. Moreover, the effect of the heterogeneity is relatively more remarkable 
than the disassortative correlation. In general, higher is the heterogeneity of a network, higher 
is the accuracies of the HDPA, DSPA and DSSPA indices. For instance, the INT has extremely 
large degree heterogeneity, so the performances of the HDPA, DSPA and DSSPA algorithms 
(AUC can achieve about 0.95) are remarkably better than that of the DPPA one (AUC is about 
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 0.77). 
From the perspective of the rules of network evolution, the results in table 2 are also 
intuitively reasonable. If a mechanism of link formation can properly model the link formation 
in real complex networks, it can be considered as a kind of link prediction algorithm; 
conversely a high-accuracy predictive algorithm may suggest a possible mechanism to 
dominate a network evolution [6]. As shown in table 2, the HDPA index has good performance 
and even gives higher accuracies than the DPPA one in some networks. This indicates that the 
HDPA index indeed captures the preferential attachment mechanism to some extent, and on the 
other hand, the effectiveness of the HDPA index also give a indirect evidence that the networks 
is organized under the PA mechanism. In addition, among the DPPA, DSSPA and DSPA indices, 
the DSPA index has the best performance on most of the sample networks. According to the 
analysis mentioned in section 2.2, the DSPA index can be viewed as a special case of the 
general similarity index for internal links by Eq. (5), while the DPPA and DSSPA indices are 
two limiting cases of the GILPA one. Thus we think the DSPA index can more completely 
reflect the mechanism of internal link formation than the DPPA and DSSPA ones. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that the degree-summation form may be the simplest form 
for the general similarity index given by Eq. (5), but perhaps it is not one with the highest 
accuracy. Under this consideration, we also calculate the accuracies of the general similarity 
index with different parameter  , and find the optimal values of   for the fourteen networks, 
which is presented in last column in Table. 1. Interestingly, the highest accuracies are not 
significantly higher than, even are equal to, that of the DSPA index. Perhaps, the mechanism of 
addition of internal links is indeed follows the degree summation form. 
4 Conclusions 
In summary, based on the popular network evolution mechanism, i.e., the PA mechanism, we 
have developed a class of new PA similarity indices to estimate the likelihood of the existence 
of a link between two nodes. By applying them to fourteen real networks, we have shown that 
the proposed indices can provide more accurate predictions than the traditional DPPA index, 
especially in the networks with the large degree heterogeneity and the disassortative degree 
correlation. Moreover, the computational complexity of these indices is almost the same as or 
lower than the DPPA index, we believe, they can provide competitively effective and efficient 
prediction as the DPPA index. In addition, owing to the important correlation between 
link-prediction algorithm and mechanism of network evolution [6], we hope that this work is 
helpful to understand the mechanism of network evolution, especially for the formation 
mechanism of the internal links. 
Of course, in this paper, we do not consider the link deletion although it is an elementary 
process for network evolution [24]. Moreover, according to our assumption, for the links from 
new nodes, we should apply the HDPA index, while for the internal links, the DSPA index may 
be more suitable. But it is usually difficult to distinguish the two types of links in most real 
networks. Thus we do not know which index should be better to perform the link prediction. 
Moreover, the degrees of new nodes often are very small, and except for the link formation 
from new nodes to old nodes, there may also exists the link formation from the old nodes to the 
new nodes in some networks when the new nodes are added into networks. Under this 
consideration, one should be advised to use the DSPA index. 
Finally, we also note that the weight of link in the weighted networks has been recently 
introduced into the problem of link prediction and significant improvements about 
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 link-prediction accuracies are presented [19]. By replacing the node’s degree with node’s 
strength, these PA indices can be also easily extended to the corresponding weighted versions. 
We hope that in weighted networks, the introduction of weight can further improve the 
performance of these PA algorithms, which will be investigated in our future works. 
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